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Teambuilding
Lesson Plan: Introduction to Teambuilding

The students will be able to:
 Explain the purpose and benefits of

participating in teambuilding activities
 Begin to gain comfort and trust in interacting

with their classmates
 Name all of their classmates
 Work together in a small group in order to

solve a task

Equipment:
o bandanas
o foldable mats

Warm-up:

 The Longest Dragon
 Begin in partners – designate one partner to be the “head” and one partner to be the “tail”
 Your goal as a pair is to make your dragon the longest
 The goal of the activity is to have the head of each dragon attempt to tag the tail of any other dragon

team
 Only heads of the dragon can do the tagging because all other team members must remain

connected (with two hands) to their team mates
 Players attempt to avoid having their team's tail be tagged and skilfully attempt to shield their tail

from other dragons on the prowl

 Stretch

Instruction/Development:

 Rationale for Teambuilding
 Gather students into a circle
 Whenever my students in the past evaluated the course, most stated that teambuilding was their

favourite unit
 We will have weekly teambuilding days to start the week off on a positive note
 Teambuilding focuses on four main principles: cooperation, communication, trust, and risk
 Teambuilding has numerous benefits:

o Increases self-confidence
o Develops leadership abilities
o Builds a sense of community

 Hang out with people you normally wouldn’t outside of this class.
o Learn how to treat each other respectfully

 There will be some competitions, but mostly cooperative
 The whole purpose is to treat each other well (no put-downs, harassing etc…)
 I know how some teenagers treat one another – I just don’t want any of that in this

class
o How to be part of a team – help solve problems and support team mates during failure

 We will debrief after challenges to increase our effectiveness to problem solve
 I will increase the challenges throughout the course.  We will begin in the first few weeks with

icebreakers to get to know one another and introductory challenges.  We will then progress to
finally reach the trust and risk activities.

 Teambuilding may seem elementary or goof at times, but just let go, give in and have fun

 Action Intros
 Make a standing circle
 Have one person start by saying an action and their name
 The action should start with the same letter as their name, like energetic Eric or jumping Jill
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 When they say their action and name, they can also act out their action
 So, jumping Jill would jump up and down
 Have the entire group go around and repeat everyone’s actions and names each time a new person

introduces him or herself
 Option: divide the class into two in order to go through this activity faster

 Zip Zap
 Whole group stands in a circle
 Stand in center of circle with group facing you
 Approach someone in the circle, look them straight in the eye and say “Zip!”
 At the same time, press your two hands together with fingers pointing to person (NOT like a gun)
 Person you point at must duck down
 This action causes his/her neighbours to face toward the ducker
 Both must make a duck bill movement (fingers pressed together and quick jab toward ducker) and

side players yell, “Zap.”
 If ducker and Zappers respond quickly, without delay or error, they each survive to play another

round
 However, if the ducker doesn’t duck quickly enough, or one of the Zappers doesn’t perform a Zap

movement or yell Zap, then Zipper takes their place
 And new Zipper continues

 Untie the Knots
 Divide the class into groups of 5
 Each student must hold the hand of two different people
 You cannot let go
 First team free, wins

 The Great Handstacking Race
 Stay divided into groups of five
 Each team needs to form a circle and stack their right hands on top of each other in the middle of

the circle
 Next stack you left hands on top of the right hands
 On my whistle, the player whose hands is on the bottom moves her hands to the top, the other

players follow moving one hand at a time
 Race wins when all hands are back in the original position

 Five Finger Fling
 Same groups of five
 Each group standing in small circle
 Have members of each group face one another – one hand behind their backs and the other in front,

fist closed.
 Choose a leader for each round, that leader announces the number of fingers for that round.
 At the count of “One, Two, Three!” group members each fling out zero to five fingers.
 The challenge is, without any talking, to have the combined fingers add up to a certain number,

such as 13.
 It’s likely to take several “flings” before they reach the exact number.
 Reminder: NO talking amongst group members.
 Students must fling each time; they cannot simply change their fingers to add to the number

 Group Transformation
 Just like in cheerleading, you need the entire group to create a formation
 Each sculpture must include everyone in the group and may be moving or still
 I will provide you with an item for you to create, and I will give you a time limit in which to create

it
 It is up to your group to make it obvious enough for the other groups to guess – you cannot make

sounds or give hints
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 Ignore the other groups while they are creating (don’t cheat)
 You will have one minute to show the rest of the group what you created and for them to guess
 Sculpture ideas:

 typewriter
 computer
 semi-truck
 bulldozer
 sink
 helicopter
 blender
 shower
 Ipod

 Pyramid
 Give the students fifteen seconds to make a pyramid.
 If students decide to make a "vertical" pyramid, there must be spotters and they may not attempt to

build the pyramid more than four levels high
 After fifteen seconds, ask the group if their solution was the only possible solution to the problem.

Was it the easiest? Was it the safest? Can the group brainstorm other ideas to build a pyramid?
 Optional: Give students 3 minutes to create as many types of pyramids they can think of (tell them

to be creative!).  The teacher can take a real photo or a ‘mental photo’ of each type of pyramid.

 Unfold the Mat
 In the same groups of 5, begin with all students standing on top of the mat
 They must unfold it without touching the floor
 If they successfully unfold the mat, they can re-fold the mat without touching the floor

Culminating Activity:

 Raft Crossing
 Scenario: The entire group is being held captive by aliens on an alien planet that is covered with

lava or toxic waste. They have an opportunity to escape the evil aliens and make it back home.
 Objective: To get everyone from the starting area to the launch area alive and well.
 Rules:

o The entire group starts on the edge of a large room or gym.
o They are in a safe place for the time being, but their job is to get to the opposite side where

there is another safe place and a "transport beam" or “escape rocket” that will take them out
of this volatile area.

o The rest of the room is covered with a deadly substance that will kill them immediately
upon contact. (i.e. lava, acid or toxic waste)

o This means that if they place a hand or foot on the floor of the room, they are dead. People
who die either reappear back at the starting area or are out of the game completely. This is
a decision that the facilitator needs to make before explaining the rules.

o They are given transport pads that they can use to cross the evil surface and make it safely
to the other side. Gymnastic mats make good transport pads but almost anything that
people can stand on can be used including upside down milk crates, chairs, etc.

 Variations:
o To emphasize teamwork, make the overall objective to ensure that EVERYONE makes it to

the launch area. This means that if someone has died and reappeared back at the starting
point, the group has to go back for them.

o Give a time limit. At the end of that time limit, anyone who is not in the transport beam,
dies.

o Give as few transport pads as possible. If they have to crowd onto 2 mats, so be it. The
whole idea is working together anyway.

o Put a number of "keys" around the area that they have to collect in order to turn on the
transport beam. A good "thinker" is to tell them that upon all of the keys being in the
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transport area, the beam automatically operates and takes those keys and people in the
beam away.

o They have to activate the keys before they will work. A good way of activating the keys is
for them to have to pass through something like a basketball hoop.

o Be a "bog monster" and steal transport pads away from the group if they are not on them.
o Another good variation is to change the transport pads. Using upside down milk crates

instead of gym mats changes the dynamics of the entire thing as the milk crates are more
easily upset. Giving them planks of wood that must be balanced on baseball bats or thick
cardboard carpet tubes make it even more interesting and challenging.

Closure:

 While working in your groups, what types of strategies did you find helpful in achieving each of the tasks?

 Help to put the equipment and then go get changed
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Teambuilding
Lesson Plan: Communication and Cooperation (Part 1)

The students will be able to:
 Encourage others while completing a task
 Apply leadership in a wide range of

teambuilding situations

Equipment:
o 2 hula hoops
o A bunch of random objects
o Paper
o Elastic bands
o 3 different sized or colored balls
o Paper clips
o Role of tape
o Centipede walking boards

Warm-up:

 Rock, Paper, Scissors: Two Versions
 In partners, stand face to face (form two lines in the middle of the gym)
 Make sure everyone knows the rules of Rock/Paper/Scissors (Rock=closed fist, Paper=open hand

palm down, Scissors=fingers in a V, cutting motion).
 On the “one, two – signal” count, the partners simultaneously do one of the three signals.
 Rock smashes Scissors, Scissors cuts Paper, and Paper covers Rock.
 Macro version: substitute these motions: Rock= crouching down with hands over head;

Paper=standing with hand at side; Scissors=standing with arms over head in a V.
 Have partners stand back to back.
 Each person must take a step forward to avoid hitting the other.
 They count to three while jumping up and down, spinning around and going into one of the

motions (on three).
 Same winning combinations apply.
 The losing member must jog to the far wall of the gym, touch it and return to his/her partner
 Team version: Teams in a long line facing each other (about 2 metres apart).
 Teams meet briefly to decide which signals they will use.
 On the three count, the teams show their signal.
 Whichever team has the losing signal, they must turn and run to the designated safe area before the

winning team tags them.
 If tagged, a player joins the other team.

 Stretch

Instruction/Development:

 Take a Spin
 Leader starts spinning a hoop in the middle of the circle and calls the name of a person in circle; this

person must catch the hoop before it hits the ground
 This person starts spinning the hoop and calls a new person’s name
 As the game progresses, the caller delays calling the name so person has to HUSSLE to the hoop
 Extensions: Add two hula hoops to the center or spin a Frisbee instead

 ESP
 Starting back-to-back, pairs turn around to face their partners and physically demonstrate one of

the three gestures, aiming to avoid matching their partner’s gesture
 Each partnership must identify their own three gestures (e.g. touch nose, hands over ears, prayer

sign)
 Gestures must be something the players can do quick as they turn around
 Then, on the count of three, each person turns around swiftly to face their partner whilst

demonstrating/performing one of the gestures
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 The object of the games is to “read your partner’s mind” and NOT do the same gesture

 Roll, Throw and Carry
 Have the class sit in a circle, face the center and about an arm’s length apart
 Object is to establish a passing pattern among the class
 Start by rolling the first ball to a classmate, they roll to someone else, and on

and on until everyone has been passed to
 You cannot pass to the person beside you or to anyone who has

been passed to already
 Once the pattern is strong, add a second (different colored ball) – this ball will

be thrown in the same pattern
 Finally, add a third ball, this ball will be picked up and carried to the next

person
 Adaptation: Divide into two teams so that the game is quicker and you have the option for the two

teams to compete against one another for the fastest time.

 Ping and Pong
 Divide into groups of 5 to 6 (divide class into 4 even groups)
 Make a circle with your team
 Give each team a ping pong ball (whiffle ball) and each player a pickleball racquet or paper plate to

use as a paddle
 Challenge: to hit the ball from team mate to team mate until everyone has had a turn
 Once a player has hit the ball, she must sit down
 If the ball hits the ground the team must start again
 The first team all sitting wins

 Adaptations:
 Can play against another team – use volleyball courts as boundaries
 Can play as a whole class (fully cooperative)

 What Can You Do With This?
 Stay in the same teams as Ping and Pong
 Ask students if they have seen “Who’s Line is it Anyway”
 Provide each group with a pen and paper
 Give each group a random object and have them record all the things that that item can be used for

– be creative!
 Try to come up with as many physical activity ideas as possible (sports, exercise routines etc...)
 Give them 30 seconds to decide who is going to present what
 After the time limit (two minutes?) have the groups present (each person should take a turn) their

top five ideas – act them out
 Give them 30 seconds to decide who is going to present what
 Optional: show students a clip from “Who’s Line is it Anyway”

 Centipede
 Stay in your teams of five
 Get on boards-use foot outlines to make it easy
 Pick up hand ropes
 Players must work together to get centipede moving forward
 Hint: verbal commands a necessity in the beginning
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Culminating Activity:

 Flight School
 1 piece of 8x10 paper, 1 elastic band, 1 piece of tape and 2 paper clips
 To work together to build an airplane that will fly the farthest
 In groups of 3-4, participants try and build an “airplane” or device that will fly the furthest when

thrown from a distance
 Must use all supplies and nothing can fall or break off when it is thrown
 The teacher can put a string a few feet off the floor so groups have to fly their “planes” underneath

the string or else they are disqualified
 Make sure no one is in the way when planes are being flown
 All group members must participate, and the team must use all supplies
 The team that has the furthest flying plane wins!

Closure:

 Have a interclass competition to see which group built the farthest flying plane
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Teambuilding
Lesson Plan: Communication and Cooperation (Part 2)

The students will be able to:
 Demonstrate a willingness to participate in a

wide range of physical activities including a
variety of teambuilding games

 Apply fundamental movement skills in a range
of complex games activities

Equipment:
o 2 rubber balls
o Tug-a-war ropes
o 24 random pieces of equipment

Warm-up:

 Hot Potato
 Make a circle with everyone in the class (middle of the gym)

o Close enough so elbows touch
 When the music is playing simply pass the ball around (cannot go to the person beside you and must

pass to a different person each time you get it)
 If you are holding the ball when the music stops, you must think of some goofy way to pass the ball

from now on (every time you pass it)
o If you get caught with the ball more than once, then you have to make up a goofy

movement each time you get caught with it
 If a little slow, add in another ball
 Option: require that the students jog on the spot to add more activity

 Stretch

Instruction/Development:

 Four Corners
 There are four corners that players can go to, each of which will be clearly identified with a number,

one to four
 One player starts in the middle, closes her eyes, and counts slowly out loud to 10 while the other

players quietly go to one of the corners
 At that point, the person in the middle will call out the number of a corner
 Everyone who is in that corner joins the middle person
 One of them will be chosen as the new caller
 The process is repeated until everyone is in the middle
 The goal is to try to be the last one left in a corner
 Reminder: All players in middle must shut their eyes

 Look Down, Look Up, Look
 Divide the class into three equal groups and ask each group to form a circle
 Someone in the group designates him/herself as the leader for that round and class out, “Look

down, look up, look”
 At the final “look” call, all each member looks at someone else’s eyes in the group
 If that person is looking as someone else, nothing happens.
 If that person is looking directly back – making eye contact – then both parties act surprised by

letting out a little scream or yell.
 Those who make eye contact then run to join the group on their right (counter-clockwise).
 Go again
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 Zigzag Ball
 Divide class into two equal teams, and then stand them in

two lines facing one another
 Ask every other team member to switch places with the

opposition across from her so that a zigzag pattern is
formed

 Give the first person in each line (opposite ends) a ball
 They throw the ball diagonally down the line until it reaches the end, then it goes back again
 Whichever team gets it back to the original person first wins
 If the ball is dropped, it starts again with the person who dropped it
 Play best of three rounds

 Human Letters
 Divide the class into 2 equal groups
 Must use all teammates
 The coach calls out a letter. Each group has to spell out the letter on the ground with their bodies
 The group to get the letter the fastest, or the most accurate, wins. Keep score.

 Twisted Inferno
 Have each of the two groups hold hands in a straight line, all facing in the same direction.
 The person at the end puts their hand up against a wall or holds onto a pole.
 The task is for everyone, including the person with their hand around the pole or up against the

wall, to end up with their arms folded across their chest
 None of the students can let go of their hands and the person at the end must keep their hand on

the wall or pole. There are a number of known ways to solve this problem. Give the students plenty
of time to discuss possible solutions.

 Solution: (There are other ways as well!)
o The end person is free to move, leads the entire group under the arm of the person attached

to the pole or wall
o This end person continues to lead the group under the wall person’s arm again and again

until everyone has their arms crossed
o Finally the end person turns and faces the opposite direction without taking their arm off

the wall. (This will cross their arms!)

 Rope Knots
 Divide the class into two teams
 Each group will receive a tug of war rope with 4-6 loose overhand knots in it
 Have the students space themselves out evenly and grasp the rope with their left hands, avoiding

the knots
 Once they have grabbed the rope, their hand is fixed in place and students cannot even slide their

hand along rope
 The group must now untie all the knots that are in the rope

Culminating Activity:

 Tower Building
 Divide class into three or four equal teams
 Line up teams behind the gym’s baseline
 At the other end of the gym, pile 24-36 random pieces of equipment (such as milk crates, large

cones, hockey sticks, noodles – anything that does not roll)
 This is a relay game – on the whistle, the first person to the pile gets the first choice of equipment

(only one piece).
 S/he grabs the piece, runs back, and tags up to the next teammate.
 Once all the pieces are removed from the pile, each team must build a free-standing tower in the

allotted time (five minutes or so).
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Closure:

 Clean up equipment and get changed.
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Teambuilding
Lesson Plan: Communication and Cooperation (Part 3)

The students will be able to:
 Apply fair play conduct in all teambuilding

activities
 Apply leadership in a wide range of

teambuilding situations

Equipment:
o Memory Game music clips
o Pennies
o Straws
o Tape
o Recycled newspapers

Warm-up:

 Memory Game
 Scatter the girls throughout one half of the gym floor
 When the music starts, jog around the entire half (no walking!)
 When the music stops, everyone must find a single high-five partner (someone standing by you)
 When the music starts again, resume jogging
 When the music stops, find a new person to double high five, then find your original single high

five partner and give her a single high five
 Continue with the following progressions:

1. Single high five
2. Double high five
3. Elbow to elbow
4. Back to back
5. Pinky to pinky
6. Forehead to forehead

 Increase the silence between music clips by 5 seconds each progression
 Students must find a new partner each time

 Stretch

Instruction/Development:

 Heel Walk
 Teams of 4-5
 Make sure everyone is wearing shoes
 Line up in single file with your heels on the toes of the person behind you
 Walk as a unit without becoming disconnected

 Bridge of Life
 Same teams as Heel Walk
 Your challenge is to get one team mate to over the half without touching the ground or being

carried
 Possible solutions:

o Team members to lie down and the player crawls across
o Team passes player down in a prone position and shift down the line person walks on

feet of team mates

 Penny Stretch
 Divide class into groups of 5-6 and have each group stand behind a “start” line
 Groups must “place” (not slide or throw) their penny as far over the “start” line as possible without

any of the group members touching any body part “over” the start line

 Floating Straw
 10 to 12 straws taped together to make one long straw. Increase the number of straws you use with
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the number of people participating
 Split the group into lines and have the lines face each other.
 Have everyone stick their arms out, palms facing down, and point their index fingers
 Put the straw on top of all the index fingers and have the people adjust the height of their hands

until the straw lies fl at on their fingers
 Challenge the participants to lower to the ground
 All of their fingers must be touching the straw at all times, and they are not allowed to grab or hook

their fingers onto the straw
 The straw can only touch the tops of their index fingers!
 This activity sounds easy but it isn’t
 The straw is really light, so it tends to jump off the fingers and it looks like it’s floating

Culminating Activity:

 Newspaper Hockey
 Divide class into two teams and provide them with newspapers and masking tape
 Roll the paper up and tape it so that it can be used as a hockey stick
 Set up indoor hockey nets
 Play with two light balls (whiffles?)
 Students tend to love this activity (especially female students)

Closure:

 Clean up any spare newspaper and other supplies

 Students may keep their crafted hockey sticks or recycle them
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Teambuilding
Lesson Plan: Communication and Cooperation (Part 4)

The students will be able to:
 Apply fair play conduct in all teambuilding

activities
 Apply leadership in a wide range of

teambuilding situations

Equipment:
o A piece of equipment to function as a

bone
o Traffic Jam squares
o Traffic Jam description sheets (see

appendix)
o Cards or bases for Stepping Stones
o Balloons

Warm-up:

 Red, Yellow, Green
 Everyone find a partner.
 Teach the following signals:

o When you say “red,” partners hold hands and put their hands up in the air (like a bridge).
o When you say “yellow,” they continue to hold the bridge position, but also jump up and

down together.
o When you say “green,” everyone runs around again.
o On the next “red” call, everyone must find a new partner

 Practice the signals before beginning the game. Once everyone understands the rules, call the
signals at a brisk pace so that students do not have time to be too choosy about their partners.

 Stretch
 Stretch in a large circle so students are ready for the next activity

Instruction/Development:

 About Now
 Start with all group members standing
 With your stopwatch ready, instruct the group to sit down when they believe exactly two minutes

has elapsed
 There is no talking permitted during this exercise, and each individual assumes responsibility for

when they believe two minutes has elapsed
 Task is over when all group members have predicted the time by sitting down
 Purely, out of interest let the group know who was the closest.
 Extension: Standing in a line have the group walk across a designated area and STOP when they

think they have been walking for one minute.

 Watch Dog
 Divide the class into 2 groups
 Make two large circles with each group sitting on the ground
 One person must be blindfolded as the “watch dog”
 Other players try to grab ‘the bone’ without being heard
 If the watchdog hears a sound, she points to the noise and that player must leave the bone and

return to the outside of the circle
 Anyone who gets the bone without being caught becomes the new watchdog
 Goal: to become the watchdog
 Adaptation: Use a squeaky toy as the ‘bone’.  If someone can get to the toy without being tagged

and squeak the toy, she gets to become the watchdog.

 Everybody Up
 Have two people in your group sit down facing one another with the toes of their shoes pressed
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together
 Reach out and grab their partner’s hands.  By pulling hard against one each other, you should be

able to gently, but firmly pull one another up
 Once the pair has mastered it, try three, four etc… When you are not participating offer advice and

support
o What was difficult about this activity?
o What solutions did people use?

 Duo-Sit/Group
 For this challenge, the students will work in pairs
 Each group must stand back to back and link arms
 From this position, the pair will attempt to sit down and stand back up without unlocking arms
 When a pair succeeds, they should join with another pair and attempt the challenge with four

people
 Eventually, the class should work towards being able to complete the challenge with the entire

group

 Tie Your Shoes
 Each pair should have at least one person with tied shoes or the ability to borrow a laced shoe from

someone else
 The shoe(s) are untied, and the task is to re-tie the shoe(s)
 The problem is that each person in the pair can use only one hand

 Traffic Jam
 Provide groups with the Traffic Jam description sheet
 Place the traffic jam squares on the ground in a line so that there are as many squares as students in

the group
 Place the "free space" card in the exact middle of all the squares
 The arrows on the squares of both halves should point toward the middle of the line
 All the students should then stand on the squares facing toward the middle and must face the same

direction for the entire challenge
 The object is to have two groups exchange places on a line of squares, while remaining faced in the

same direction
 Movement is only allowed into an empty square ahead of you or around one person heading the

opposite direction, and then into an open square
 A "U-shaped" line allows everyone to see what is going on
 This is a difficult challenge and can be confusing for students
 To help avoid confusion, have the students beginning on one side of the free space square (all the

students facing one of the two directions) wear a bandanna to separate them from the other
students

 Solution:
o For the purpose of explanation the two teams will be called red and blue. First the blue

side will have a student step forward onto the free space. Next, a red student will step
around the blue student on the free space and stand on the open square. The next red
student (behind the one that just moved) will step forward one space

o The next step is for three blue students to move forward, one at a time, into the open
square ahead of them. Then, four red students will move forward, one at a time, to the
open squares ahead of them. Continue to follow this pattern, with each side taking
turns, until the two groups have changed places

 Stepping Stones
 Flat indoor base (or equivalent) for each team member plus 1
 Without stepping on the floor and with only one person standing on each base the team must

reverse their order
 Encourage students to think outside the box (what are all the ways people can be moved), feet are

not mats, or teammates can be lifted
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Start
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

End
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Culminating Activity:

 Balloon Frenzy
 Divide the class in two equal teams
 Have each student blow up a balloon (have different sizes and shapes); have some blow up two
 Allow each group to try keeping all their balloons up in the air within one half of the basketball

court (must help to hit all of the balloons – not just one over and over again)
 After this practice, each group must set a goal of how long they are going to keep all of the balloons

up in the air; this is based on how well they performed in the practice
 You are not competing with the other team but with yourselves
 Tell me your goals
 When I say “go” each person will hit one or two balloons into the air.  If at any time a balloon hits

the ground or someone crosses outside the boundaries (one half of the basketball court) then they
are finished and must start a new round

 Work together, let someone know if a balloon is falling down beside them; do not yell or reprimand
 You will have many chances to try to meet your goal

o Give discussion time to the students after each try so they can adapt their strategy

Closure:

 Ask students to clean up the balloons – they may keep one each if they like
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Teambuilding
Lesson Plan: Communication and Cooperation (Part 5)

The students will be able to:
 Work together in order to solve a challenging

task

Equipment:
o Famous Pairs cards (see appendix)
o Poly spots
o Ropes or skipping ropes
o 3 basketballs
o Station cards

Warm-up:

 Freeze Frame
 Choose people before class to begin the freeze for each round (3-5 ‘freezers’)
 Group spreads evenly throughout open space.
 Ask group to jog aimlessly within the boundaries of the space, observing other people as they

move. No talking, touching, just jogging.
 Explain at any point any one or more people can choose to “freeze” their movement, remaining

absolutely still.
 This will trigger everyone who observes this freeze to mimic the freezer’s freeze.
 The object is for the group to see how long it takes the entire group to freeze (don’t be the last one!)
 Hold the “group freeze” for a second or two then start jogging again.
 Try to guess who began the freeze

 Stretch

Instruction/Development:

 Famous Pairs
 This game is where a slip of paper with the name of a “famous” person is delivered to each person in

the group.
 After all the slips of paper have been distributed, the task of the participants is to find their

“partner.”
 Entire group is working together to solve everyone’s pairs
 Cannot say any words that contain your name or your pair’s name

o e.g. if I was Donald Duck I could not say Daisy or Duck in any context
 You may give hints to other people

o e.g. I think I may have spoken to your pair earlier
 Once everyone is paired, have them call out their pairs

 Describe each of the three stations:
1. Thinking Outside the Dots

 Group attempts to connect ropes in a straight line manner so that the ropes pass over all
nine poly spots with no more than four rope (line segments)

 Create a 3-by-3 patterned square with the bases approximately 6 feet apart
 Lay the ropes on the floor to one side of the square
 Rules:

o Students may tie ropes together
o Ropes must be suspended at all times; they may not ever touch the floor or the

spots
o If the rope does touch the floor, then that attempt fails and the group must start

over again
o More than a four line segment – attempt fails
o With each failed attempt, the group loses one teammate who is able to speak

 Give the group a pencil and paper to try if they get stuck
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2.   Count Off
 Objective: To have a large group count off from 1 to whatever number of people there are

without any duplicates
 Rules:

o The entire group needs to be sitting down and facing a specific direction.
o They may not look around, make gestures or say anything except a number.
o The goal is for the group to count from 1 to the number of people in the group in

order with no one saying the same number as another person.
o If more than one person says a number, the group must start over.
o If a number is said out of order, the group must start over.
o It is very important that you make sure they realize that they can’t talk or look

around in between rounds. If at any time, anyone says anything other than a
number looks around or makes any gestures, the group as a whole needs to be
warned that any continuation of that will result in them not being successful at the
challenge.

o The instant someone makes a mistake, you say “Start Over”.
o This activity only works once with any given group.
o Make sure they are not sitting in a pattern that would make this easy, like a circle.

 It is very important that you set it up right and have the entire group
bought into the idea that they cannot look around or speak at all otherwise
it will not work.

 You also need to make sure that you have lots of time so that the group can
attempt this task again and again without having a chance to talk before
they are successful.

3. Indiana’s Challenge
 Divide into three equal teams
 Place a cone in the middle of the center circle (or 10ft space)
 Place a basketball on top of the cone
 Place ropes outside of the circle
 Goal: to get the ball outside of the circle without ever touching the ground
 Rules:

o if the ball touches the ground one player may cross the line to place the ball back on
the cone (he or she may not manipulate the ropes while in the circle)

o away from that, players may never enter the space while trying to remove the ball
from the cone

o the ball may never touch the ground inside or outside of the circle
o try three different ways to remove the ball

Culminating Activity:

 Students will spend 15 min. at each station
 Circulate and help/answer questions

Closure:

 Ask students to clean up each of the stations and put away the equipment

 Debrief on the above activities
 Which one did the students find most difficult to solve?  Why?
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Teambuilding
Lesson Plan: Trust and Risk (Part 1)

The students will be able to:
 Apply movement concepts (including concepts

associated with body awareness, spatial
awareness, qualities of movement, and
relationships) to improve their performance in
demanding or complex physical activities

Equipment:
o Paper grocery bags
o Scissors
o Ping pong balls
o Mats

Warm-up:

 Captain’s Ship
 A "captain" (teacher) is in charge of calling out the following action words
 When the words are shouted out the students must perform the corresponding action
 Make sure the class understands the orders before beginning

o Stern: everyone run to the back of the gym
o Bow: everyone run to the front of the room
o Port: everyone run to the left of the room
o Starboard: everyone run to the right of the room
o Swab the Deck: in a group of 2 link arms and pretend to mop the deck
o Lookout: participants must stand on one leg and place their hand on their forehead as

though they are looking out across the sea for incoming ships.
o Wave: participants crouch down into a ball with their hands protecting their heads
o Lighthouse: groups of 3, with one person in the middle who is rotating and has their arms

in the air (optional beeping sounds)
o Captain's coming: stand in salute
o Grub time: group of 5 pretend to eat together
o Life Boat: group of 6 line up one behind each other and row in unison.

 Call the orders out quickly; do not focus on students who do not find a group
 Extension:  Once this has been played several times and students are comfortable with each other,

the teachers can have those who did not find a group join the ‘galley’ and sing “I was born on a
Pirate Ship” or other means to distract the others increasing their challenge

 Stretch

Instruction/Development:

 Ohh, Ahh
 All students stand in a large circle holding hands
 Leaders, begin the game by squeezing the hand of the person on your right, and say “Ooh!” That

player then squeezes the hand of the player on his or her right, and so on, around the circle.
 Leaders, after the first signal is on its way, send a second signal by saying “Aah!” and squeezing the

hand of the player on your left.
 Both signals continue around the circle until they meet. That player is “zapped” and must run to the

middle of the circle and bow or cheer to the sky, then return to the circle and is the new Aah/Ooh
starter.

 Any player can reverse the direction when someone gives you an “Ooh” and “Aah,” by giving it
back to them.

 If both “Ooh” and “Aah” are traveling in the same direction, see if one can catch the other.
 Adaptation: Students can also race around the circle like ‘Duck, Duck, Goose’

 Contact Points
 Organize students into groups of 5
 Each team will move themselves across an area collectively (joined) with only a designated number
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of body parts in contact with the floor. For example:
o 8 feet, 2 hands
o 6 feet and 2 hands
o 4 feet and 1 hand

 The challenge becomes increasingly more difficult
 If more than the number of specified contact points touch the floor, the entire team must return to

the starting line
 Teamwork is the key to this challenge
 The group is successful when the entire team crosses the finish line
 Additions and variations:

o Use scooters or carpet squares that are not considered as points in contact with the floor
o Create obstacles in the path
o Change the number of contact points
o Make a number of contact points larger for a younger group
o Have the group travel to the finish line using a specified number of contact points and back

to the starting line with a different number of contact points

 Blow Ball
 Each team lines up behind the starting line and has a “jockey” who lies on the mat
 The other team members space evenly around the mat and hold onto it
 On “go” the jockey will attempt to blow a ping pong ball all away across the finish line (about 15 feet

away)
o Jockeys must be completely off the ground
o No one may touch or kick the ping pong ball
o All members must be holding up the jockey

 Mat Pull
 Set up pointy cones and other objects in a line
 All but one team member is going to be blind folded – the person who is not blindfolded is going

ride on the mat
 The person riding on the mat gives verbal directions to the team mates pulling her as to how to

navigate the course
 If you miss going through a section, you must navigate your team back through
 Start with a slow walk – you can practice for a few minutes
 First team to the end wins

Culminating Activity:

 Bite the Bag
 Provide each team with one brown paper grocery bag
 Each person must take a turn trying to pick up the bag with her teeth
 When trying to bite the bag, you may not touch the bag with anything but your teeth and you may

only have one foot touching the ground
 If you fall over, you may attempt two more times, if you fail to bite the bag after three attempts –

you are out and must take on an encouraging role for the rest of your team mates
 Once you have been through everyone and they have either all been successful or are now sitting

out, cut off 2 inches from the top of the bag and play a second round
 Keep cutting the bag after each round – remaining players stay in until they can no longer bite the

bag – other players cheer on their team mates
 The person who can bite the shortest bag wins the game for her team

Closure:

 Clean up and recycle paper bags
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Teambuilding
Lesson Plan: Trust and Risk (Part 2)

The students will be able to:
 Apply movement concepts (including concepts

associated with body awareness, spatial
awareness, qualities of movement, and
relationships) to improve their performance in
demanding or complex physical activities

 Apply safety procedures in trust and risk
activities

Equipment:
o Beanbags
o Mats
o 10-12 baseball bats
o 2 basketballs
o Ropes, skipping ropes, or other type of tie

Warm-up:

 Partner Squeeze
 Working in pairs give each group one beanbags
 The pairs are at one end of the room
 Have the students place the beanbag between their elbows and move to the opposite end of the

room and back.
 Next, change the location of the beanbag. Try knees, backs, shoulders, thumbs, buttocks, and

foreheads
 You may also try making the groups larger by putting three or four students in a group (add more

beanbags)
 Consider different objects such as balloons, balls, paddles, books, and rubber chickens

 Stretch

Instruction/Development:

 Trust Wave
 Divide the class into two lines and have the lines face each other
 The space between the lines should be wide enough so that arms over lap (wrist to wrist) when out

in front of the students
 One person, ‘the runner’, will walk, jog, or run down the line
 As she is running, just before she gets to you, you must raise your arms so that she does not run

into them (not too early though – it is a trust activity)
 Face the runner and lift your arms just before it is two late
 This motion looks like a giant wave as it passes down the double line
 Everyone will have a turn (or two), you select your own level of challenge in this activity (how fast

you move)
 Ask for a volunteer to be the first runner, she should stand about ten yards in front of the lines
 Establish a communication system; e.g. runner yells ‘ready’ and does not go until the group yells

‘ready’ back
 The runner must maintain the same pace throughout
 The teacher may go as a an example (walk or jog) – ‘test’ out the group
 Move down the line and let everyone have a turn

 Zipper
 Have the entire class lie down and form a ‘zipper’
 Everyone lies down on their back with their heads beside each other but the direction of their

bodies alternating
 In other words, they are not lying side by side but instead one person lies in one direction, the next

person beside them lies in the opposite direction and so on but they all have their heads beside each
other

 Everyone puts their arms straight in the air and palms up so as to form the support mechanism
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 The volunteer lies down on their back on these supporting hands and keeps their body rigid
 This person is passed down the line of people
 All of the people lying down should be as close to each other as possible so as to insure as many

hands touching the lying down person as possible

 Human Ladder
 Player crawls (or walks) across a horizontal ladder that is constructed by other players
 Ladder rungs are held by partner teams facing each other
 These pairs then stand side by side with others (really close together – shoulder to shoulder)
 Take turns going across ladder
 Stress safety! Tell students who are moving across the bats to always distribute their weight over

two or more bats at a time.

Culminating Activity:

 Jailbreak Basketball
 Students get a partner and then divide the class in half and designate pinnies (students may have to

untie their hands in order to put pinnies on) – or redistribute bandanas (one color per team)
 This game is called jailbreak because you have to imagine that you have escaped from jail and you

are handcuffed to your partner, therefore, you must work together in order to complete tasks
 Please be careful in this activity, make sure you communicate so that no one hurts their arms or

wrists
 In order to get used to being tied together, please complete the following activities:

 run a lap of the gym
 complete 10 jumping jacks
 complete 10 sit-ups

 figure out how to communicate during these tasks
 Now that you are used to it, we are going to play a basketball game
 You are now not only working with your partner, but with your team
 Quickly discuss how you are going to communicate, pass, shoot, dribble, play defence etc.
 Find a check(s)
 All regular basketball rules apply – don’t use being tied together as an excuse

Closure:

 Students untie themselves and put away the equipment
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Teambuilding
Lesson Plan: Trust and Risk (Part 3)

The students will be able to:
 Apply movement concepts (including

concepts associated with body awareness,
spatial awareness, qualities of movement, and
relationships) to improve their performance in
demanding or complex physical activities

 Apply safety procedures in trust and risk activities
 Apply fair play conduct in all teambuilding

activities

Equipment:
o Class set of bandanas (2 colors)
o Pinnies
o Whistle
o Music/stereo
o Crash mats
o Variety of foam balls

Warm-up:

 Evolution
 Make sure everyone knows how to play the game Rock/Paper/Scissors.
 Show everyone the following motions: egg (squatting down), chicken (hands in armpits squawking

like a chicken), ape (arms up, making ape noises), rock star (strumming guitar)
 The object is to get as high up the chain as possible in a given amount of time (e.g. two minutes).
 Everyone begins as an egg.
 Everyone then finds another egg and does Rock/Paper/Scissors until a winner is established.
 Whoever wins gets to move up the chain to chicken (the eggs match up with another egg).
 Chickens must match up with another chicken and play another game of Rock/Paper/Scissors.
 Winners continue to move up the chain.
 Once a student becomes a rock star, then he or she leaves the game and begins to stretch (and watch

the rest of the students)

 Stretch

Instruction/Development:

 Antonyms
 In partners, each partnership decides on their own “antonyms”- opposites - (e.g. hot/cold,

night/day) and chooses to be one of the two antonyms
 Split up the partners moving each to opposite sides of the gym
 Partners put on blindfolds and turn in place three times
 On the signal from leader, partners must call out their antonym and move to find their partner (may

call antonym only). (Reminder of the “bumpers up” protective strategy for the blindfolded person)
 Extensions:  Partners choose two things that go together (e.g. salt and pepper), using same rules as

antonym, players must find their partner
 The teacher and another student should move along the sides of the gym in order to make sure that

no one bumps into the walls
 Emphasize this is not a race; move slowly and communicate effectively

 Organize Yourselves
 All students wear blindfolds
 The class/group must try to organize themselves in a line based on: height, shades of hair color or

birth month
 Consider starting in small groups to get the class accustomed to this activity

 Trust Lift
 Lay down a bunch of mats for safety
 Make a group of 8-10 trustworthy people, everyone else will be spotters (we will take turns being

lifted, lifting and spotting)
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 Everyone must be completely focused during this activity and no one may joke about dropping
anyone

 Ask for the first volunteer to be lifted
 She must lie down, arms across chest with eyes closed
 Everyone else bends down and gathers around her
 Make sure the strongest students are around the trunk and that someone tall is holding the head

(protect the neck)
 Give the volunteer a minute to get fully relaxed
 Very slowly, everyone else places their hands underneath the volunteer and begins to lift
 Make sure lifting is VERY slow and students are lifting with their legs (NOT their backs)
 Lift until the student is above the groups heads and then rotate slowly in a circle
 Slowly bring the student back down
 When she is about waist height, slowly rock her back and forth while returning her slowly to the

ground
 Once back on the ground, keep hands on her for a moment



Culminating Activity:

 Team Ball Tag
 Get into pairs
 Decide on one partner to be blindfolded first
 Toss all balls onto the floor
 The blindfolded partner needs to pick up balls and attempt to hit another blindfolded partner with

the help of instructions from the sighted partner
 The sighted partner may not touch the blindfolded partner
 It is up to the sighted partner to instruct the blindfolded partner when to dodge or duck
 Once a team is hit three times they are out – must sit down
 Last team standing wins
 Switch blindfolds and play again

Closure:

 Pick up all the equipment and put it away.
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Teambuilding
Lesson Plan: Trust and Risk (Part 4)

The students will be able to:
 Apply movement concepts (including concepts

associated with body awareness, spatial
awareness, qualities of movement, and
relationships) to improve their performance in
demanding or complex physical activities

 Apply safety procedures in trust and risk activities

Equipment:
o Blindfolds (class set)
o Variety of objects (beanbags, cones, balls

etc…)
o Cards with animal names

Warm-up:

 Follow the Leader
 Summary: A hilarious copycat game in which people try to imitate one leader’s actions and the

person in the center attempts to identify who is the originator of the actions
 Ask everyone to stand and arrange the group into a circle, facing inwards
 Ask one person to leave the room for a minute
 This person will be the guesser for the round. While he or she is gone, the group decides who

should be the “leader”
 The leader will be the one who sets the movements for that round
 When this person is chosen, invite the guesser to come back
 The guesser stands in the very center of the circle
 When the round begins, everyone starts swinging their arms up and down
 The leader will eventually begin to do other movements, and everyone else mimics the leader’s

actions, without being too obvious to reveal who the leader is
 The leader can do just about anything he or she wants, such as:

o clapping
o making a kicking motion with his or her leg
o jumping up and down
o singing a line from a song
o patting his or her own head
o a dance move

 Everyone in the circle should be careful to avoid prolonged eye contact with the leader, so the
leader’s identity is not given away

 The guesser must keep turning his or her head to try to figure out which person is the leader (the
person who is starting of all the group’s movements)

 The guesser is allowed to make up to three guesses
 If the guess is incorrect, the round continues
 If the guess is correct, the leader becomes the new guesser for the next round
 If all three guesses are exhausted and the leader is not correctly guessed, the round ends and you

can either keep the same guesser or switch it up

 Stretch

Instruction/Development:

 Bumpers Up
 Start with half the group with their back to a wall or lined up on an end line either blindfolded
 These people must get in ‘bumpers up’ position, hands up with palms out, and their job is to walk

at a steady pace towards the opposite wall
 Each individual has a partner who may not speak to him or her but they have to trust that their

partner will stop them before they reach the wall
 Safety tips:

o No fooling around, this will develop trust in the group only if executed properly.
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o If someone feels completely uncomfortable with blindfold, just have him or her promise
to keep eyes closed.

 Extension:
o Have less number of spotters.
o Allow blindfolded teammates to increase speed but still maintain a steady pace.

 Hunting
 Divide your class into four groups, each student wears a blindfold except one sighted player
 Scatter a variety of objects (balls, beanbags, pinnies) into the play area
 Have one member from each team go out into the area, by crawling or sliding on their butts, to find

one item each and return it to their corner (gather retrieved equipment there)
 There should be no more than one student per team in the playing area at a time
 Once the teammate returns with the piece of equipment, the sighted player may send out another

player
 Additions and variations:

o add other methods of locomotion
o you may want each group to get only one sample of each item at least one ball, one

cone, and one stick
o this challenges the teammates to communicate with each other regarding what items

are being gathered

Culminating Activity:

 Farm Animals
 have students select a card from the box
 each card will have an animal name on it
 students must silently take a card, think about what sound that particular animal makes, find a

space on the gym floor, and then put their blindfold on
 on my whistle, every student must make the sound of their given animal and find the rest of their

herd
 link up once you come across someone
 first group to find one another wins
 the following animals will work:

o cow, sheep, chicken, horse, pig, dog, cat, duck

Closure:

 Clean up equipment and put away

 Ask students how they felt during the Farm Animal activity
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Teambuilding
Lesson Plan: Trust and Risk (Part 5)

The students will be able to:
 Apply safety procedures in trust and risk

activities
 Model proper use of equipment and facilities

Equipment:
o Spider Web set
o Crash mats
o Poster Board cut into puzzles
o Paper – full sheets
o Tape
o Small slips of paper with students names on

them
o Self-Assessment of Teambuilding Participation

(appendix)
Warm-up:

 Secret Admirer
 Group spreads evenly throughout open space
 Ask each person to slowly mingle and attempt to “fill the empty spaces” – don’t allow large open

spaces
 No talking or touching.
 When I say “go” we are going to move to a jog and you are going to secretly identify someone on

the other side of the space and attempt to stay within one meter of the person the entire time
 That other person doesn’t know you’ve selected them – do not choose someone you usually would
 After a few minutes try to guess who your admirer was
 Extensions: Secretly identify a person close to you, and then keep as far away as possible (within

boundaries) from this player.

 Stretch

Instruction/Development:

 Describe the three stations to all students:

1. Spider Web
 Lots of rope or nylon cord, two posts or sturdy pole like structures (e.g. trees) to string rope on
 The goal is to get everyone on the team through the web without touching the web
 This must be done with only using each gap in the web one time
 The students should be encouraged to think so some strategies of how to get everyone through

before starting the task (i.e. height, and strength of teammates)
 The key point is everyone needs to get through and if at first they don’t succeed try, try again
 No diving through the holes
 All lifted teammates need to spotted

2. Reach for the Sky
 Scenario: They are lost in the woods and need to set up an antenna or signal flag as high as

possible
 Objective: To place a piece of paper as high as possible
 Rules:

o The group must try and place a piece of paper with tape on the wall as high as possible
without climbing the wall or using a ladder, etc

o Use mats for safety
o They may only use themselves to get the paper up
o It is okay to make contact with the wall for support but not okay to use any holes in the

wall in order to climb it
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 Notes:
o USE EXTREME CAUTION
o This is a very dangerous activity if not done properly. It needs major spotting all

around the participants along with thick high jump mats placed all around them
o When I first did this activity, I underestimated the ability and ingenuity of my group of

students and before I realize what was happening, they had created a standing human
pyramid that was three students high and three students wide with a smaller student
supported above this with the paper

3. Construction Zone
 Large puzzles made from poster board, blindfolds
 Teammates use verbal cues to instruct blindfolded teammates on how to put the puzzle

together
 2-3 blindfolded per group
 The sighted members are to have no contact with teammates or puzzle pieces
 Sighted members need to ensure puzzle pieces are handled with care
 Teams compete against each other (time trial)

Culminating Activity:

 Risk and Trust Stations
 Divide students into three equal groups
 Students will have 10-15 minutes at each station

 To You but from Who?
 I am going to give you 5-6 pieces of paper each with a name on it
 You must come up with something positive you have noticed about each person
 Even if you do not know her that well, comment on an activity in which she performed well, her

attitude in class etc… Be thoughtful; think about the kinds of things you would like written about
yourself

 Try to keep comments specific to what you observed/felt in class
 This activity is completely anonymous
 I will compile and place in envelopes to give you at the end of the course

Closure:

 Self-Assessment of Teambuilding Skills
 Provide each student with a Self Assessment of Teambuilding Participation handout
 It is a private assessment (no talking)
 BE HONEST and provide a rationale (explanation for your score)
 Go through instructions
 Provide students with pencils



TRAFFIC JAM

 Arrange poly spots in a straight line directly behind each other, separated by a distance of one foot
(each group requires one poly spot per student plus one more)

 Note: It is ideal to start with five or fewer students on each side of the empty space (have multiple
small groups going at one time)

 The goal of Traffic Jam is to get all the students from one side of the center poly spot to the other
side by following all the rules of the game

 To begin the activity, half the group members stand on the spots to the left of the center poly spot
and the other half stand to the right of the center spot

 Both groups face the unoccupied center spot
 Students on the left side of the center poly spot must exchange places with the students on the right

side by using legal moves

STARTING POSITION:

LEGAL MOVES:

1. A student can only move into an empty space in front of him or her

 Here, Student 1 or 2 can move into the empty space.

2. A student can only move around a person who is facing him or her

 Here, Student 1 can move into the empty space, because he or she is facing Student
2.

3. A student can only make one move at a time

4. Only one person can occupy a poly spot at any given time

ILLLEGAL MOVES - Students are not allowed to move in the following ways:

Empty
Space

Student 1 Student 2

Empty
Space

Student 1 Student 2

Empty
Space



1. Backwards

 Here, Student 1 may not move into the empty space.

2. Around someone who is facing the same direction (e.g. if you are looking at his or her
back)

 Here, Student 1 may not move around Student 2 because the two students are
facing the same direction.

3. Around two people who are moving at once

Empty
Space

Student 1 Student 2

Empty
Space

Student 1



Salt Pepper Ketchup Mustard

Romeo Juliet
Mickey
Mouse

Minnie
Mouse

Night Day Batman Robin

Barbie Ken
Homer

Simpson
Marge

Simpson

Brad Pitt
Angelina

Jolie
Cinderella

Prince
Charming

Beauty The Beast Mario Luigi

Mary Kate
Olsen

Ashley
Olsen

Frankenstein
Bride of

Frankenstein



Thelma Louise Will Grace

Yin Yang Tom Jerry

Hansel Gretel



Name: ___________________

Self-Assessment of Teambuilding Participation
Aspect of Teambuilding: never barely sometimes most of

the time always Explanation for score:

Rules and Procedures
I followed all rules and safety procedures
during the teambuilding activities.  I never
cheated or bent the rules.

1 2 3 4 5

Confidence
I demonstrated self-confidence while
participating in the challenges.  I was vocal; I
provided my teams with my opinion and input.
I always contributed to solving the problems.

1 2 3 4 5

Social Behaviour
I was positive and encouraging within my
teams and with all the students in the class.
I did not blame others for failed challenges
and I never said negative things about
others.

1 2 3 4 5

Respect for Others
I treated everyone as equal and did not leave
anyone out.  I helped people who did not
understand the tasks and encouraged others
who found the challenges difficult.

1 2 3 4 5

Leadership
I took on a leadership role in a number of
the challenges.  I was able to delegate tasks
effectively.  I was not bossy or negative.

1 2 3 4 5

Total score: /30
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